SUMMER COURSES

> Intro to Documentary Filmmaking
> The Documentary Film Business
> Storytelling for the Screen
> Intro to Audio Documentary | Podcasting Workshop

DATES
Summer Session I (May 30 - June 30)
Summer Session II (July 3 - August 7)

LOCATION
Skidmore College - Saratoga Springs, New York

DETAILS
> 5-week sessions taught by industry professionals
> Small classes with a fast-paced, hands-on work flow
> For beginner and moderate skill-level students
> Open to undergraduate students from any institution

HTTP://WWW.SKIDMORE.EDU/MDOCS
SPRING ’18 COURSES

PRODUCTION FUNDAMENTALS

> Map Design and Spatial Visualization
> 360 Degree Audio Video and Photogrammetry

DOCUMENTARY STUDIES

> Principles of Documentary
> Doc Film Production: Form and Content
> Doc Makers: Writing and Filming Artist Profiles
> Participatory Doc, Socially Engaged Art and Community Media
> Crew-Based Film Doc and Narrative Production
> Documentary Practice in Photography
> Creative Research, Multimedia Storytelling
> The Photo Essay
> Law and Ethics for Media

PROJECTS

> Video Projects
> Digital Access Incubator Project
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